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Multicriteria evaluation tree and farm case studies
Development of 42 sustainability indicators
Focus on food security indicators
(FS)
food security

(FS.P.1) Net Edible
energy per ha at farm
level

(FS.P) Food
Production

(FS.CF)
Feed/Food
competition of the
animal enterprise

(FS.P.2) Net
Edible protein
per ha

(FS.CF.E) Food
efficiency

(FS.CF.O)
Land
efficiency

(FS.CF.E.1) Net energy
efficiency of the
animal enteprise scale
(FS.CF.E.2) Net
protein efficiency of
the animal enteprise
scale
(FS.CF.O.1) nontillable Land used to
produce meat
(FS.CF.O.2) tillable
Land used to produce
meat

Description of 13 case studies across
participating regions in Europe
Focus on feeding
Calculation of indicators of the multicriteria evaluation tree
(FS.A.1) Production
cost per kg of meat

(FS.A) Food
accessibility

(FS.A.2) Production cost
per edible Protein at farm
level
(FS.A.3) Production cost
per edible energy at farm
level
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Farm cases studies
Negative impact of the use of
concentrates and cereals for the
fattening phase
Cow-calf systems are net
producers of protein (low
utilisation of concentrates and
cereals) but they produce
weanlings that are not ready for
consumption

Protein/energy
producer
Protein/energy
consumer

Net protein and energy efficiencies of beef production at meat production level

Mosnier et al., 2020, submitted
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Farm cases studies
Grass-based systems use more non-tillable lands (not
in competition with human food)
Intensive systems use less lands because of higher
yields and because they produce more kg meat/LU

Despite a high complementation in concentrates and
cereals, fatteners present lower meat production costs
due to their high productivity of meat/LU

 A single criterion is not enough to characterize beef
farms in terms of food safety.
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Innovations
White and grey literature research
Experts consultation
Participatory approach with farmers (75), advisers (19)
and value chain actors (14)
 20 innovations with their barriers and levers
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Model
Implementation of case studies and innovations

Case studies
– Redefining some model parameters : housing, grazing
system …
– Implementation of food security indicators
– Define baseline systems according to case studies
– Validation of baseline systems by actors of the value
chain during a restitution workshop

Innovations
– Implementation of innovations’ properties, including
barriers et levers
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Scenarios
Crossing baseline systems and innovations to develop scenarios
43 scenarios developed and 111 simulations realised

Simulation: same innovation with different characteristics as price, yield…
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Scenario validation
Validation of some scenarios trough participatory approach
with:
–
–
–
–

Farmers
Advisers
Actors of the value chain
Experts

Due the sanitary crisis, the protocol was adapted at the
situation!
– Physical meeting
– Virtual meetings
– Individual interviews
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Which further research is needed?

Acquiring additional references on innovations in order
to test their potential
Validating the model’s results by testing the most
promising innovations on experimental or commercial
farms
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